**CRC 2021 VIRTUAL - debrief notes**

Some unofficial notes and comments based on discussion by those after the CRC so can be used for reference and improve future CRC’s.

Discussion occurred after the Virtual GoTo Meeting on Friday Aug 20/2021.

Did achieved CRC goals = Yes
Social - Award and Trivia = good
   And breaks up the awards presentations to make more enjoyable
Region 2 CRC unique in having awards presentation
   Nice to recognize the chapters and members
   Other regions have dropped them off
   Good to keep the virtual event
Well done by Jeff to put together the Trivia questions
Basecamp was used and worked well
Workshops CRC and then having one-on-one
Sometimes hard to get people more engaged
Get more engagement with in person workshops
   And need to ensure followup sessions by RVC’s
Need to ensure attendees only do CRC and not other things
   Maybe have cameras on by delegates and alternates
Could have delegate and alternate together in home chapters when virtual
   “bubble” with 2 people
   and may allow delegate and alternate to have side discussions
   and may reduce distractions
If future Virtual CRC try to get more people to stay and participate
CRC similar setup the same as last year
Having RMCR and DRC put more effort into doing reports to the group
   What is happening and important reports as representing the Region at Society
   News of the Board; adhock committee; progress on motions
   A 5 to 10 minute report from each to show that well served
Technology worked good for virtual presentations
Regional Statistics spreadsheet is good
Workshop reports are good to have
   Other CRC to not have
   Keep as nice to hear what happened
Communication Committee done well
   Nice to have 1 person responsible for followup and assemble
   1 person presents helps with flow
   and reduced time if switching back and forth between people
need some photos to put into Society reports
sessions started on time and ended on time
presentation with no audio was a problem
   was a Youtube video and GoTo meeting had video but no audio
gave time for the streamlining sessions
   other comments at other CRC
   not aware of what are proposed
   separating the size of the board and timing – should be separate from other reorganizing
missing 2 chapters during the motion discussion and votes
problem getting information for reports on time
   for those new to Basecamp may need a training sessions
have presentations downloaded and saved from Basecamp before the meeting help to have items ready
would be best to get everyone or more involved in discussions
   hard when virtual
   maybe have cameras on – at least one per chapter
maybe have a workshops with Delegates and Alternates on motions
    how to prepare; how to present; how to discuss; how to vote
RVCs for those that roll off to review with new RVC
    Having the new RVC present is actually done by the previous RVC
CRC is a Team effort
At start of CRC have turn off mic and camera
    but maybe better to turn on camera so can see some people
Region 2 is a close knit group and some have known people for many years
    Comfortable with everyone
    Suggest camera on by Delegates